NRBP1 is downregulated in breast cancer and NRBP1 overexpression inhibits cancer cell proliferation through Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway
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Abstract: Nuclear receptor binding protein 1 (NRBP1) is a highly conserved protein that is ubiquitously expressed across cell types in humans. NRBP1 has been recently identified as an adaptor protein. It has been suggested that it plays important roles in cellular homeostasis and the pathophysiology of cancer. To determine whether NRBP1 is involved in the pathophysiology of breast cancer, we performed a correlation study between the expression level of NRBP1 and the clinicopathological features in 92 breast cancer patients. A strong correlation was detected between NRBP1 expression and advanced histopathology grades, tumor, node, and metastasis stage, tumor diameter, lymph node involvement, as well as the recurrence of breast cancer in 92 tested patients. The tumor tissues from patients also expressed lower NRBP1 than did adjacent healthy tissues. Furthermore, we overexpressed NRBP1 in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines and found NRBP1 upregulation-inhibited cell proliferation by using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay. Blocking the autocrine Wnt signaling pathway by LGK974 could remove the NRBP1-overexpression-induced inhibition in breast cancer cells. The results of this study suggest that NRBP1 plays a tumor-suppressive role in breast cancer pathophysiology, which likely acts through the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway.
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Introduction

Worldwide, breast cancer is the second most common cancer and the leading cause of death by cancer in women. The incidence rates of breast cancer are increasing, and the global burden of breast cancer exceeds that of all other cancers.¹ Despite great advances in early detection and progress in treatment with systemic agents such as hormones, most breast cancers develop resistance to drugs.² Understanding the underlying biological mechanisms and altered molecular events of carcinogenesis could lead to the identification of novel molecular targets and to the development of targeted therapies. In recent years, landmark discoveries in the field of breast cancer research and the use of gene expression profiling to identify distinct subtypes of breast cancer have contributed to the significant improvement in the survival rate and treatment outcome in breast cancer patients.³-⁵ Targeting the pathways that promote or sustain the growth and invasion of carcinoma cells is critical to the effective treatment of breast cancer.
We investigated nuclear receptor binding protein 1 (NRBP1) as a potential breast cancer treatment target and studied its involvement in the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. NRBP1 is a ubiquitously expressed adapter protein, recently described to have a tumor-suppressive role in cancer.\(^6\) Human NRBP1 contains 535 amino acid residues. Its gene is located on human chromosome 2p23 and is expressed across cell types. Between species, NRBP1 is highly conserved, which suggests a conserved function for NRBP1 in cellular activities. It has been suggested that it functions as an adaptor protein and has been shown to carry two putative nuclear receptor binding motifs, a putative binding domain for Sre homology 2 domain-containing proteins. NRBP1 also carries nuclear export signals, a nuclear localization signal, a myeloid leukemia factor 1 binding region, a BC-binding box, and a transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGFβ1)-stimulated clone 22 binding region. NRBP1 has been detected both in cytoplasm and nucleus and has been demonstrated to predominantly localize in the cytoplasm. In vitro studies have postulated that NRBP1 shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm, regulating protein localization, and transcription factor activity.

Given its conserved structure, binding interactions with a number of key transcription factors, and ubiquitination machinery, it is not surprising that NRBP1 plays an important role in cellular function. However, only recently has NRBP1 been proposed to play a role in cancer progression. When NRBP1 was conditionally deleted in adult somatic tissue, profound effects, including widespread crypt elongation, reduced differentiation, and increased proliferation of intestinal progenitor cells were observed. The NRBP1-deleted tissue showed an enhanced Wnt activation signature\(^6\)–\(^11\) consistent with the intestinal progenitor cell phenotype. Mosaic somatic deletion of NRBP1 circumvented lethality and resulted in accelerated tumorigenesis. These results all indicate that the somatic loss of NRBP1 increased the risk of tumorigenesis and strongly indicate that NRBP1 might have a tumor-suppressive role. We hypothesize that NRBP1 expression is related to breast cancer and that upregulating NRBP1 expression could suppress breast cancer development. We also hypothesize that NRBP1 is involved in regulating breast cancer development through the Wnt signaling pathway. To test our hypotheses, we investigated the correlation between NRBP1 expression levels and breast cancer clinicopathological features. We also overexpressed NRBP1 in two breast cancer cell lines – MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 – to determine the tumor-suppressive role of NRBP1 in breast cancer progression. Finally, Wnt signaling pathway inhibitor LGK974 was applied to both NRBP1-overexpressed and control breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231).

Materials and methods

Cancer tissue sample collection

Samples were obtained from 92 breast cancer patients who underwent surgery at The Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin Medical University. None of the patients received adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy before surgery. Fresh cancer tissues and their matched normal tissues were collected and stored at −80°C immediately after resection. Two pathologists examined the cancer tissues and the matched normal tissue. Tumors were staged based on Union Internationale Contre Le Cancer tumor, node, and metastasis (TNM) classification. The presence of lymph node metastasis was determined by histological examination. The Medical Ethics Committee of The Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin Medical University approved the protocol, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Follow-up

Physical examination and laboratory investigation of these patients were carried out every 4–6 months for the first 4 years and every 12 months thereafter during the follow-up period. All these patients were followed until the study closing date (January 31, 2014) or death. Overall survival was calculated in months from the diagnosis until the date of death, last known to be alive, or the study closing date. The median follow-up time in this study was 42 months (range: 14–102).

Cell culture, plasmid construction, and plasmid transfection

Breast cancer cell lines MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 were purchased from the Cell Library of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Wuhan, Hubei, People’s Republic of China). All cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) containing 10% FBS (Gibco BRL), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM l-glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific), at 37°C, under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO\(_2\) and 95% air. NRBP1 gene was polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-amplified from MCF-7 genomic DNA. The PCR product containing NRBP1 was constructed into pcDNA3.1 vector (Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA). Lipofectamine\(^{TM}\) 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used for NRBP1-pcDNA3.1 and siRNA transfection according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

qRT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol\(^{®}\) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNase-free DNase I was used to remove DNA contamination. RNA concentration was determined by measuring absorption
at 260 nm. RNA was reversely transcribed using first-strand cDNA Synthesis Kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The resulting cDNAs underwent real-time quantitative RT-PCR analysis. The following primers were used to evaluate the relative gene expression levels in real-time quantitative RT-PCR: 5′-AATGAAAAGCCTGGGAAACG-3′ (F) and 5′-CAGGTCTGGAGGTGCTCGGGAGGAC-3′ (R) for NRBP1; 5′-GGATCTGGAGGTGCTCGGGAGGAC-3′ (F) and 5′-GAGGGGAAGCTGGTACAGGGTGAG-3′ (R) for Cyclin D1; 5′-AAACACAAAACCTTGGCAAGCTAC-3′ (F) and 5′-ATTGAGGGCAGTTTACATTATGG-3′ (R) for c-Myc; and 5′-TGCCACCACGCAATGAA-3′ (F) and 5′-CTAAGTCTAGTCCGCTAGAAGCA-3′ (R) for \( \beta \)-actin mRNA. Quantitative real-time PCR was done using the 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with SYBR Green® PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The housekeeping genes, \( \beta \)-actin, were used to normalize for RNA loading. The data were analyzed using the comparative threshold cycle (2\(^{-\Delta\Delta CT} \)) method.

### Immunohistochemistry

Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissues were sectioned at a 5 µm thickness, deparaffinized, and rehydrated in gradients of high percentage ethanol to distilled water. Sections were immersed in 3% hydrogen peroxide for 15 minutes at room temperature to quench endogenous peroxidase activity. Sections were then incubated with the NRBP1 primary antibody (GeneTex, Beijing, People’s Republic of China, at a 1:100 dilution) at 4°C overnight, washed three times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 5 minutes, and incubated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat antimouse IgG antibody (Beyotime, Beijing, People’s Republic of China) at room temperature for 30 minutes, followed by 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole staining. Sections were lightly counterstained with hematoxylin.

### Western blot

The cultured cells were treated with RIPA lysis buffer (50 mm Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mm ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 150 mm NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate) including cOmplete™ protease inhibitor mixture (Boster, Wuhan, Hubei, People’s Republic of China). The lysates were cleared by centrifugation (14,000 rpm) at 4°C for 20 minutes, and supernatants were collected as protein samples. Approximately 20–30 µg of each protein sample was run on 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gels and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). After blocking the nonspecific binding sites for 60 minutes with 5% nonfat milk, the membranes were incubated with primary antibodies against NRBP1 (GeneTex, at a 1:1,000 dilution), Cyclin D1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Dallas, TX, USA, at a 1:1,000 dilution), c-Myc (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., at a 1:1,000 dilution), or \( \beta \)-actin (Boster, at a 1:10,000 dilution) overnight at 4°C. The membranes were then incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (at a 1:10,000 dilution) for 60 minutes at room temperature after three 10-minute washes with Tris-buffered saline and Tween 20 (TBST). The membranes were washed three more times with TBST and developed using an enhanced chemiluminescence system (Beyotime).

### MTT assay

MCF-7 or MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 3,000 cells/well and measured daily for 6 days after cultivating. Twenty microliters of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) (5 mg/mL; Genesee, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) was added into each well, and the cells were incubated for 4 hours at 37°C. The culture medium in each well was removed after 4 hours of incubation and replaced by 100 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide.

After shaking at a low speed (suggest to add the exact speed) for 10 minutes to fully homogenize and aspirate the remaining MTT, the supernatant was measured for its optical density at 550 nm wavelength by using a microplate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA).

### Luciferase assay

Breast cancer cells were plated in 24-well plates at a density of 1×10^4 cells/well in complete growth medium and incubated overnight after NRBP1 plasmid transfection. Plasmid mixtures containing 2 µg TopFlash luciferase construct (Addgene, Cambridge, MA, USA) and 0.05 µg Renilla reporter plasmid were transfected into cells overnight using the Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Media were changed, and cells were left to recover from transfection for 6 hours. After 48 hours incubation, cells were lysed, and the luciferase activity was measured using the dual luciferase assay kit (Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA) to evaluate the evolvement of the Wnt/\( \beta \)-catenin signaling pathway. Values for TopFlash luciferase activity were normalized with Renilla activity.

### Statistical analyses

The present results were analyzed using SPSS Statistical Software for Windows (version 18.0.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago,
Results
Correlation between NRBP1 levels and clinicopathological features
Table 1 presents the clinicopathological features of all 92 breast cancer patients who participated in this study. Among these 92 participants, 49 (53%) were younger than 50 years of age and 35 (38%) were pre-menopausal. Based on histologic grade analysis, 23 (25%) patients were classified as G1 (well differentiated), 38 (41.3%) were G2 (moderately differentiated), and 31(33.7%) were G3 (poorly differentiated). The majority of the patients (84.8%) had ductal carcinoma and eleven (12%) patients had lobular carcinoma. Sixteen patients (17.4%) were classified as stage I, 21 (22.8%) as stage II, and 55 (59.8%) as stage III + IV, according to the TNM staging system. Tumor diameter in 43 (82.6%) patients was more than 2 cm. Based on the presence of lymph node metastasis, 60 (65.2%) patients were classified as node-positive. Twenty-four (26%) patients had a recurrence.

qRT-PCR analysis was then carried out to evaluate the NRBP1 expression frequency in 92 breast cancer samples. High NRBP1 expression was confirmed in 46 (50%) patients, whereas 46 patients (50%) had low NRBP1 expression. Histopathology, TNM stage, tumor diameter, lymph node involvement, and the presence of recurrence were all significantly correlated with NRBP1 expression levels. The relationships between clinicopathological factors and NRBP1 expression levels are listed in Table 1.

NRBP1 expression and survival
To investigate the function of NRBP1 in breast cancer, we first compared the expression of NRBP1 in cancer tissue with that in adjacent normal tissues. NRBP1 levels were lower in the majority of cancer tissues (76 of 92) than in adjacent normal tissues (P<0.001) (Figure 1A and B). Immunohistochemistry staining further confirmed the downregulation of NRBP1 in breast cancer tissues compared with normal tissues (Figure 1C). When 92 patients were tested at the median follow-up of 42 months (range: 14–102), the median overall survival time of patients with low NRBP1 expression was significantly shorter than that of patients with high NRBP1 expression (Figure 2, P=0.002). Taken together, our results suggest that NRBP1 is downregulated in breast cancer tissues, and NRBP1 may play a negative role in cancer development.

NRBP1 regulates breast cancer cell proliferation through Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway
To further explore the function of NRBP1 in breast cancer tumorigenesis, we overexpressed NRBP1 in breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) by transfecting NRBP1 plasmid (Figure 3A). As expected, MTT assays revealed that NRBP1 inhibited breast cancer cell proliferation in both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 3B). Furthermore, we knocked down NRBP1 in both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-321 cells (Figure 3C). Downregulation of NRBP1 increased breast cancer cell proliferation (Figure 3D).

Previous studies showed that NRBP1 is functionally associated with Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway in intestinal...
downregulated nrBP1 in breast cancer inhibits cell proliferation.

We sought to determine whether NRBP1 affected breast cancer cell proliferation through Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway by analyzing Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway downstream gene expression in control and NRBP1-overexpressed cells. TopFlash luciferase reporter activities and nuclear β-catenin levels were also evaluated. mRNA and protein expression of Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway downstream genes Cyclin D1 and c-Myc were significantly reduced with ectopic NRBP1 overexpression (Figure 4A and B). Moreover, downstream genes of Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway were upregulated when NRBP1 was knocked down (Figure 4C and D), indicating that NRBP1 can inhibit Wnt/β-catenin signaling in breast cancer cells. TopFlash luciferase reporter assays also showed that NRBP1 overexpression reduced canonical Wnt signaling transcriptional activity in breast cancer cells (Figure 5A). Furthermore, β-catenin level was decreased in the nuclei of NRBP1-overexpressed MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 5B). Additionally, inhibition of NRBP1 promoted Wnt signaling transcriptional activity and β-catenin nuclear translocation (Figure 5C and D).

Figure 1 NRBP1 is downregulated in breast cancer.
Notes: (A) NRBP1 expression levels in breast cancer samples from 92 patients are compared with those in adjacent normal tissues by qRT-PCR assays. (B) The statistical expression of NRBP1 between 92 breast cancer samples and their adjacent normal tissues using qRT-PCR assays (P=0.001). (C) IHC staining of NRBP1 in breast cancer and normal breast tissues (left panel). The intensity of staining was quantified from 20 breast cancer and adjacent normal breast tissues (right panel). P<0.01 compared with expression in adjacent normal breast tissues.
Abbreviations: IHC, immunohistochemistry; NRBP1, nuclear receptor binding protein 1; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction.

Figure 2 Kaplan–Meier survival curve, according to the categories of low and high expression of NRBP1.
Note: The overall survival rate in 92 breast cancer patients with low and high NRBP1 expression (P=0.002).
Abbreviation: NRBP1, nuclear receptor binding protein 1.
We further examined whether NRBP1-mediated inhibition of Wnt/β-catenin activity actually contributes to suppression of breast cancer cell proliferation. Control or NRBP1-overexpressed MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were incubated with or without LGK974, a porcupine inhibitor of autocrine Wnt signaling. Our results showed that LGK974 inhibited breast cancer cell proliferation. Interestingly, overexpression of NRBP-1 did not add any growth inhibitory

Figure 3 NRBP1 regulates breast cancer cell proliferation.

Notes: (A) Western blot of NRBP1 expression after NRBP1 plasmid was transfected into MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines for 24 hours. (B) MTT cell proliferation assay in vector control or NRBP1-overexpressed MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells at different time points indicated. (C) Western blot of NRBP1 expression after NRBP1 siRNA was transfected into MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines for 24 hours. (D) MTT cell proliferation assay in scramble siRNA or NRBP1-knockdown MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells at different time points indicated. *P<0.05 compared with control cells.

Abbreviations: MTT, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; NRBP1, nuclear receptor binding protein 1; OD, optical density.
Figure 4 NRBP1 reduces downstream gene expression of Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway in breast cancer.

Notes: mRNA (A) and protein (B) expression of Cyclin D1 or c-Myc in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with vector control or NRBP1 plasmid for 24 hours. mRNA (C) and protein (D) expression of Cyclin D1 or c-Myc in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with scramble siRNA or NRBP1 siRNA for 24 hours. β-actin was used as the loading control. *P<0.05 compared with control cells.

Abbreviation: NRBP1, nuclear receptor binding protein 1.
Figure 5. NRBP1 regulates transcripational activity of Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway in breast cancer.

Notes: (A) Luciferase activity assays in NRBP1-overexpressed MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. (B) β-catenin levels in nucleus of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with NRBP1 plasmid. (C) Luciferase activity assays in NRBP1 knockdown MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. (D) β-catenin levels in nucleus of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with NRBP1 siRNA. Histone H3 was used as a loading control. *P<0.05 compared with control cells.

Abbreviation: NRBP1, nuclear receptor binding protein 1.
Downregulated NRBP1 in breast cancer inhibits cell proliferation

Discussion

NRBP1 has been proposed to have a role in cancer progression only very recently, and its precise functions still remain largely unknown. This study is the first analysis of NRBP1 expression in breast cancer clinical cases as well as in cultured breast cancer cell lines. Breast cancer tissue samples were collected from 92 breast cancer patients at different ages and different stages of breast cancer. Low NRBP1 expression in tissue samples collected from breast cancer patients was found to be strongly correlated with more advanced histological grades (G2 and G3), the late TNM stage, bigger tumor diameter, high lymph node involvement, as well as the high presence of recurrence of breast cancer in 92 tested patients. Tumor tissue samples collected from the breast cancer patients also featured a significantly low NRBP1 expression level compared with the adjacent normal tissues.

These findings are consistent with the work from Wilson et al, which showed that NRBP1 is downregulated in several diverse cancer types, including colorectal and lung tissue. NRBP1 has been identified as a novel enhancer of the oncogenic Ras; the conditional knockout of NRBP1 could activate Ras as well as induce an upregulation of Wnt reporter activity. It is interesting to note that many cancers, including breast cancers, show a deregulation of Wnt signaling without activating mutations in β-catenin. It is possible that NRBP1 downregulation may contribute to this. Breast cancer and prostate cancer are the two most common invasive cancers in women and men with high biological similarities, respectively. Interestingly, NRBP1 was reported to be highly expressed and increase the cell growth in prostate cancer. NRBP1 might function in prostate cancer through different signaling pathway.

Given that NRBP1 cooperates with oncogenic Ras to modulate Wnt signaling and our finding that low expression of NRBP1 is strongly correlated with more severe breast cancer clinico-pathological features, we hypothesized that NRBP1 acts as a breast cancer suppressor through the Wnt signaling pathway. To further investigate our hypothesis, we overexpressed NRBP1 in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines. NRBP1 overexpression successfully inhibited the proliferation of MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells, validating the breast cancer-suppressive function of NRBP1. LGK974 was then applied to block porcupine, a Wnt-specific acyltransferase in both NRBP1-overexpressed and control breast cancer cells. The administration of LGK974 failed to further affect breast cancer cell proliferation in NRBP1-overexpressed cells, indicating that NRBP1 could suppress breast cancer tumorigenesis by regulating the Wnt signaling pathway.

Figure 6 LGK974 blocks the function of NRBP1 on breast cancer cell proliferation.

Notes: MTT cell proliferation assays in vector control or NRBP1-overexpressed MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells treated with or without LGK974 (2 nM) at day 6. *P<0.05 compared with vector without LGK974 treatment group.

Abbreviations: MTT, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; NRBP1, nuclear receptor binding protein 1; OD, optical density.
Conclusion
We discovered that NRBP1 levels were reduced in breast cancer tumor tissues as well as the correlation between the NRBP1 expression level and breast cancer clinicopathological features in patients. We also determined the cancer-suppressive role of NRBP1 in cultured breast cancer cell lines. These results validated the suggestion made in many previous studies that NRBP1 may play a very critical role as tumor suppressor. We also showed that the Wnt signaling pathway could regulate NRBP1-induced cancer cell proliferation. Together, our results indicate that NRBP1 could be a potential therapeutic target for suppressing breast cancer progression.
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